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Presentation of the e-commerce platform
Coincrib. An all-in-one platform for retail,
tourism, events, finance, jobs, e-learning,
health and much more. Let's fly to the moon!
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I. INTRODUCING

Coincrib.io is a marketplace combined with crypto features for
everyone. We make it easy to sell products, book events, pay
for tuition, rent goods and much more worldwide with no
borders.

We enable the full power of crypto and break down borders. It
is possible to trade crypto or fiat worldwide. Easily create your
own NFTs quickly without further know-how.

Use our payment app to instantly pay for your shopping cart
anywhere in the world. The future marketplace is called
Coincrib.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPLEX CROSS-INDUSTRY TRADING
MARKETPLACE BY COINCRIB 

SHORT VERSION
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I. INTRODUCING

Coincrib S.A., based in Panama (hereinafter referred to as
Coincrib), was founded with a simple principle: A complex
trading marketplace should be accessible to everyone, map all
material virtual, financial systems on one platform and make it
more dynamic, sustainable, secure, barrier-free and faster
through complex links for trading in the B2B, B2C, C2C sector
without permanent changes to other platforms. Currently,
there are several barriers on the different platforms and
between them, which prevent trading with a lower budget,
permanently require new, complex identifications, have
sources of error, do not provide accessibility and transparency.
Secure transactions between cryptocurrencies, commodities
and FIAT are difficult and make financial exchange impossible.

DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPLEX CROSS-INDUSTRY
TRADING MARKETPLACE BY COINCRIB 

LONG VERSION
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For numerous historical and technological reasons, the
individual trading venues have distinguished themselves from
each other and have remained inflexible. Ordinary investors in
various industries, marginalized by barriers to entry, have been
excluded from a lucrative way to diversify their portfolio and
increase their investments.

In the field of the crypto world, there are no complex central
platforms that combine everything. Major barriers complicate
transactions between, crypto, FIAT and commodities and back,
which is therefore not accessible to everyone. The complex
trading platform to be created will bring about the solution of
payment acceptance for cryptocurrencies worldwide and
introduce an ALL-IN-ONE (AIO) trading marketplace in which
booking and sales/buy as well as financial platforms for goods,
services, events, linked to banking and acquirer services.

Part of the platform are thus step-by-step both the operation of
its own full bank, holding a crypto platform and the holding of
gold stocks as a hedging instrument and trading element. In
the future, Coincrib will enable all these functions to be
handled in a transparent environment, with secure origin and
incorruptible record of your transaction positions. Coincrib SA
makes this possibility a reality. 
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We are modernizing the market for trading platforms. Our
blockchain-based platform means that transactions are no longer
limited to ultra-high-net-worth individuals, in an area with little
transparency. As a Panamanian fintech and Crypto company, we
want to offer a solution that opens up a complex trading venue to a
wider audience worldwide and transacts faster, more transparently
and cost-effectively.

Our offerings provide a fairer and more transparent marketplace
and eliminate concerns about provenance and security. Of course,
technology is only half the story. As much as we are innovators in
the field of investment technologies, we are experts with 10 years of
years experience in trading on crypto and regular platforms and
markets. It is this unique combination of experience and insights
that enables us to provide secure, highly transparent and flexible
services.

The services offered through Coincrib have been reviewed and
selected by our team of experts with secured knowledge. With
Coincrib, investors have become part of the global community with
the new possibility of assets, transactions and projects that would
normally only be traded on global platforms and auction houses.
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The beginning of our journey to implement the settlement of
complex transactions and a novel trading platform is marked by
the first Initial Coin/Exchange/DEX Offering with the CRIB token,
which will be launched with the release of this white paper.

At Coincrib SA, we are pleased to offer such an exceptional and
diversified opportunity to a global investor community to invest in
an exclusive global trading marketplace with DeFi features
(Staking, NFT, decentralized exchange, financial features such as
lending, etc.). With Coincrib, we are building a platform that will
continue to grow with future offerings from Coincrib S.A. For more
information, see this white paper or www.coincrib.io
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Looking into the future.
Exploit market potential.
With our first CRIB token, we
laid the foundation for our
vision. But these are only the
first steps. Our goal is to
become a leading provider of
tokenized products and e-
commerce. Our goal is to
further develop the digital
securities and market for a
global audience, benefiting
from a diversified blockchain
portfolio. In addition, Coincrib
wants to become a platform
for everyday tasks like school,
shopping, medical help,
banking, and many more
futuristic products like NFTs
or Metaverse products. The
vision of a free and global
business for everyone without
borders and secure privacy, as
constant platform switching
is prevented.

VISION MISSION

Driven by innovation and
development of blockchain
technology. Coincrib is
pioneering secure blockchain
investments. Our mission is to
make quality investments faster,
easier and more accessible. We
have already achieved this with
our first fundraise (Crib) by
exploiting synergies between
the classic trading marketplaces
and one of its latest
technologies. Our team has
more than 20 years of
experience in trading
marketplaces and real estate
investments. But we see
challenges in these industries
that need to be addressed
transformatively. We believe that
innovations in crypto
technologies are mature and
secure that allow us to create
digital utilities based on
promising future development
in an attractive, complex trading
marketplace.
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MARKET
OVERVIEW

The trading platforms are currently represented by industry-
specific companies, each operating separately: Amazon,
Alibaba, eBay, Shein, Zalando, Booking.com, Uber, Immoscout,
various flight and travel platforms. Traditionally, the respective
trading platform replaces the previous direct contact in
business premises, bank branches or by telephone and is not
particularly transparent.

1. The trading platforms at a glance
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On the one hand, the availability
and the flow of information is
limited. The distribution and
channels tend to be diverse,
creating a fragmented
marketplace that is difficult to
grasp in its entirety. The buyers
and sellers are diverse. There are
several motivations for using a
trading marketplace. Volumes
of transactions vary, in the travel
segment, in the designer sector
of furniture, clothing and
electronics, a lot of money is
usually spent, while in everyday
goods and in gastronomy,
delivery of food, etc. the mass
market dominates. DeFi
platforms require funds on
wallets that are blocked for
transactions, so a third party
with an external platform
comes into play. Coincrib offers
its own networked solution that
realizes complex processing on
its own platform without
leaving the platform, which not
only increases the overview, but
also saves costs and effort. The
industry-typical trading
marketplaces also have
considerable control over the
price and dynamics in the
corresponding market.

The use of trading platforms is
associated with significant
transaction costs on both the
seller and the buyer side.
Auction houses, for example,
charge a "buyer's premium" of
around 20% and more. The
enormous transaction costs
associated with selling and
buying on the traditional
market, some of which are
cumulative, are described in the
following pages. Then there are
market dynamics, which affect
prices, supply and demand. The
value of a particular good or
service is defined by a variety of
combined factors, such as
scarcity, status, origin,
recognizability, liquidity; these
factors not only define
economic value, but are also
reflected differently in a wide
variety of marketplaces.
Financial barriers and market
structures are also under threat
and need to be transformed. It is
our mission at Coincrib S.A. to
pioneer financial innovation in
the crypto market and in
exchanges between crypto, FIAT
and commodities.
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In recent years, financial analysts have found that trading
marketplaces are one of the most promising investment
opportunities for a diversified and stable financial portfolio. This is also
reflected in the valuations of trading marketplaces in traditional
industries. This growing interest from investors and fund 6 managers
leads to a projected 100% increase in size over the next 10 years for a
market that today has a total market value of approx. many billion
euros. 

2. Trading marketplaces as an investment

MARKET
OVERVIEW
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Why a complex trading marketplace is attractive as an investment
depends on a few factors. First, trading marketplaces have shown
little to nothing to show correlation with other asset classes and
cyclical changes. Even in the years following the 2008 financial crisis,
and most recently during the Covid-19 endemic period, revenues and
profits continued to rise. As a result, financial analysts have found that
adding trading marketplaces to a diverse portfolio minimizes the
level of risk.

This statement is diversified by the introduction of the Crib complex
trading marketplace by balancing the complexity and global
fluctuations economically and regionally, minimizing cyclical
impacts. The newly created complex trading platform also relativizes
the monopolistic pricing power of the individual industry-oriented
trading marketplaces. Second, the price movements of trading
marketplaces historically outperformed other assets and stock
indices, such as the S&P 500.

Within the spectrum, global e-commerce and commerce
marketplaces saw consistent annual growth projections of up to
800% overall, compared to 273% for the S&P 500 over the past or 10
years overall. 

SOURCE: GOOGLE S&P 500 CHART
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MARKET
OVERVIEW

The statistic above shows the development and forecast of e-commerce
from 2014 to 2026. From this we see significant growth and further
development of the markets in e-commerce. We did not take the
blockchain statistics into account here, as there is no reliable data from
our point of view at this point in time. We are pioneers in this line of
business and therefore the first company in the world. That's why there is
simply no calculation data!

3. Annual E-Commerce Sales & Forecasts 2014 to 2026
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CHALLENGES
OF A COMPLEX TRADING
MARKETPLACE COINCRIB

It is a natural concern for any investor investing capital in the crypto
space to determine its relative illiquidity compared to most other
traditional financial vehicles. Investment skeptics often highlight the
underlying's lack of liquidity compared to real estate and other
alternative luxury assets.

Investments in individual platforms are relatively illiquid if they are
simply collected and not securitized or diversified. For example, to
invest in visual arts at the level of the top 500 artists, large amounts of
capital are needed. These investments are then tied up for long
periods of time and usually also force investors to hold their shares for
a long period of time without the possibility of reselling or reselling
them. 

1. Liquidity

DESCRIPTION

CHALLENGES
OF A COMPLEX TRADING
MARKETPLACE COINCRIB
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We are convinced that the problem of liquidity can only be solved with
a new type of financial structure. We use tokenization to increase the
liquidity exponentially. Similar to a stake in a company or fund, the
CRIB token does not represent fractional ownership of the complex
marketplace, but the utility token can be used to vote, donate,
participate, buy and trade goods on the platform.

The difference from other marketplaces is due to the ability to trade
the tokens on a secured global platform, which is not tied to
prescribed dates or prohibitive holding periods, but ensures the high
flexibility through guaranteed transition from cryptocurrency to FIAT
or commodities and back.

And by removing these limits, the associated transaction costs will also
be eliminated. With the introduction of blockchain technology with
complexity, the market as a whole and across industries immediately
becomes global, less risky, more liquid and convenient.

Buyers of the tokenized trading platforms enjoy increased liquidity and
flexibility of their investment, as they have their shares in their crypto
wallet and can trade them at any time of their choice. This creates a
much wider customer potential, thanks to the ability to sell to multiple
investors and access the mass market. 

SOLUTION
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Lack of accessibility, transparency and isolation of decision-making are
frequently mentioned barriers for investors when trying to buy. There
is concern that trading marketplaces operate separately and are not
accessible to everyone because information is not readily available, and
the demands of the market are high and prohibitively expensive. While
the financial performance and utility of marketplaces may be attractive
to many, market entry and direct community involvement seem out of
reach for most. 9 These barriers are created by a number of factors. The
flow of information is slow and access to markets is not transparent.
Even if individuals intend, the minimum investment amounts are still
very high. These obstacles deter not only new entrants, but also
investors with the highest budgets and years of experience in the
market. Surveys have shown that the latter mention a lack of
transparency and access to data even more often than newer markets.

DESCRIPTION

2. Accessibility

Holding the tokens enabled by tokenization offers significant
advantages compared to traditional methods of holdings. It removes
barriers to entry while increasing the pool of eligible investors and
sellers to make it easier to liquidate previously illiquid assets. For both
sides, the accessibility of supply and demand increases. The Coincrib
platform also increases transparency in the investment market. An
immutable record of ownership on the blockchain and the rights and
legal obligations of the token holder are embedded directly in the
token. This allows investors to know who previously owned the token,
who they are dealing with, and what rights they have as token owners.
Therefore, the tokenization of the trading market platform brings with
it the many benefits offered by the integration of smart contracts, on
the Binance Chain – a secure and immutable method of maintaining
property claims – with traditional financial collateral.

SOLUTION
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As mentioned earlier, entering and exiting the trading platform market
as an investor comes with huge transaction fees and costs. The impact
of the fees associated with the structures and intermediaries in the
buying and selling process affects all types of investors at every price
level.

DESCRIPTION

3. Fees and costs

By eliminating the many intermediaries and capital-intensive steps
associated with traditional share purchases, financial Instruments such
as the CRIB token also eliminated the high costs that made investing
in marketplaces almost impossible for many investors.

With the CRIB token, the purchase of a share in the complex trading
marketplace is equipped as a fully digital and instant process. The
entire sale takes place and is secured on the blockchain platform
without intermediaries across industries and worldwide.

Without the middlemen and high fees, the actual return on
investment is much better than the scenario mentioned above.
Breakeven is reached earlier and investors benefit from the platform to
grow without immediate significant write-downs.

SOLUTION
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With the first CRIB token, investors are created by representing the
underlying asset as a secure blockchain token. The above problems
and barriers associated with the traditional marketplaces are
removed by innovation in financial management. The CRIB token is a
digital security that represents participation in the globally operating
complex trading marketplace. By offering investments of this scale
and diversification into the blockchain, Crib represents a more stable
high speculative investment that is barely correlated to the
exchanges and fluctuations, while at the same time being more
liquid and versatile than other investments.

It is also a unique offer, as an all-in-one platform in this dimension
and quality was, and it’s not feasible with previous investment
methods. The CRIB token complies with the BEP-20 standard on the
Binance chain. With this standard, token holders enjoy the security of
the BEP-20 protocol and the assurance that their token can be
exchanged on Binance Chain. How the CRIB token offering achieves
this goal and how investors who benefit from the Coincrib is
described in detail on the following pages. The Coincrib platform will
be available to investors by being accessible via www.coincrib.io.

1. INTRODUCING

INITIAL OFFERING
(ICO - IEO - IDO)

INITIAL OFFERING
(ICO - IEO - IDO)
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The possibilities and benefits of this relatively new type of investing
are almost endless. The splitting of otherwise illiquid assets into small
parts and making them available on global trading platforms opens
up investments to a much broader Audience - democratization of
markets that are traditionally difficult to access. Bringing together
the huge amount of capital available in traditional markets with the
speed and adaptability of blockchain technology will basically
change the way we invest.

2. BENEFITS OF TOKENIZATION

Expensive middleman services become redundant and associated
costs can be saved, making high auction fees and commissions a
thing of the past.

3. COST EFFECTIVENESS

Instead, token purchases take seconds instead of the usual days. And
with automated transactions, trading can take place 24 hours a day,
365 days a year.

4. VELOCITY

Smart contract technology on the Binance chain automates the
trading process and eliminates many intermediaries and middlemen.

5. AUTOMATION

INITIAL OFFERING
(ICO - IEO - IDO)



INITIAL OFFERING
(ICO - IEO - IDO)
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The possibility of tokenization improves the mobility, liquidity and
depth of the market. Traditionally, large amounts of capital would be
tied up for long periods of time. 

6. LIQUIDITY

Tokenization opens up investment opportunities for a much wider
audience, global tradability and increased liquidity also reduce the
minimum of investment amounts and investment prices.

7. INCLUSIVITY

Tokenization makes governance, control, and ownership direct,
transparent, and reliable. Smart contracts create immutable inclusion
on the blockchain.

8. TRANSPARENCY



PROJECT
40%

TEAM
25%

TOKEN SALE
20%

MARKETING & DEV
10%

STAKING
5%

TOKEN ATTRIBUTES:
• BURNING • HALT TRANSACTIONS • BEP-20 • CHANGE OWNERSHIP
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1. OFFERING SUMMARY
CRIB TOKEN

TOKEN SUPPLY: 1.000.000.000

OVERVIEW
OF OFFERS



Expected profit in %

Launch Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

75 

50 

25 

0 
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BUSINESS PLAN

CALCULATION AND FORECAST

Expected ROI in %

Launch Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

200 

150 

100 

50 

0 

*Based on past performance and consistent with forecasts. No guarantee for the achievement of goals within the deadlines or the company existence. No
promise of profit. The token price or the development is to be assessed separately and is not part of the balance sheet.

We don't have to worry about the
quality of our products. We cannot
predict the market development and
use the minimum and bad values   for
the calculation.

HOW WE CALCULATE THE PRICE

The calculation refers purely to the online
marketplace and does not include the
price development of the CRIB token.

TOKEN PRICE EXCLUDED

We need the full trust of our customers to
achieve our goals. Customer is king and
our company grows with the community.
Be a part of it. Thanks!

CUSTOMER’S TRUST

OVERVIEW
OF OFFERS
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High fees and related costs, commission on sales.

CURRENT SITUATION TRADITIONAL MARKETS

Lower costs with the CRIB token, there are no hidden fees. The entire
process is completely transparent and executed through secure
smart contracts.

SOLUTION BY CRIB TOKEN 

1. CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE INVESTOR

Traditional Trading Marketplaces vs. COINCRIB

Tied up capital and limited liquidity with the purchase of traditional
shareholdings, a large amount of capital is tied up. It is tied up in a
relatively illiquid investment.

CURRENT SITUATION TRADITIONAL MARKETS

Increased liquidity Investing in complex trading marketplace
through an Initial Coin / Initial Exchange / Initial DEX offering
(ICO/IEO/IDO) gives the investor more flexibility and increases the
liquidity of the underlying asset and the token itself. 

SOLUTION BY CRIB TOKEN
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High fee, high barrier to entry due to the large amounts of capital
required, traditionally Investments only possible for expensive funds
and wealthy investors and related costs, commission on sales.

CURRENT SITUATION TRADITIONAL MARKETS

More transparency and accessibility The CRIB token democratizes
trading marketplace investments by significantly lowering the barrier
to entry and allows a larger group of people to benefit from value
appreciation.

SOLUTION BY CRIB TOKEN 

1. CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE INVESTOR

Traditional Trading Marketplaces vs COINCRIB

Slow transaction and limited trading hours In the traditional market,
the platforms dictate when and if you have the next opportunity to
buy or sell holdings. Transactions also take days to clear and are time-
consuming

CURRENT SITUATION TRADITIONAL MARKETS

Global trading 24/7. Thanks to automated blockchain technology.

SOLUTION BY CRIB TOKEN
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Many intermediaries and gatekeepers In traditional markets, there
are many layers of mediation and consultation between the investor
and the issuer and each intermediary will charge its fees and results
in significant costs.

CURRENT SITUATION TRADITIONAL MARKETS

Direct connection between investors and issuers through utility
tokens. Automated applications allow for the elimination of
intermediaries and associated commission fees.

SOLUTION BY CRIB TOKEN 

1. CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE INVESTOR

Traditional Trading Marketplaces vs. COINCRIB
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COINCRIB S.A.

We create a new way of shopping, trading and payments. With a
specially developed in-house app and the founding of our own bank,
which is specially designed for this type of technology, we can
revolutionize the entire market and set new standards that can be
future trends for e-commerce, finance, rental and many other
industries. We have a long way to go until the project is realized, and
we are fully committed to the community, which we will inspire and
win over. Let's go to the moon!

OUR
MISSION

My name is Arcangelo Magno. I have
already founded successful companies in
the furniture industry and e-commerce 
 with over 15 Years Wholesale know-how
and IT. Over the years I realized the
potential of blockchain and that's why I
decided to start this project. I have
complete confidence in blockchain
technology and look forward to promoting
it with innovative ideas and thus paving
the way for mass adoption or improving it.
I want to  thank every user of our platform!

FOUNDER
COINCRIB.IO

OUR
TEAM

Our team consists of a network of different people and companies. We
are under construction and are constantly expanding.
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ROADMAP 1
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Start of IEO -/ ICO-/IDO to raise capital on platforms.

ROADMAP
PHASE 1 & 2

Q3-4 2023

Distribution of funds into the required business areas.

Q4 2023 

Distribution of funds into the required business areas.

Q1-2 2024

Launch of alpha testing and marketing campaigns. Developers can
already make port requests in the development phase to synchronize
their shop to our portal.

Q3-4 2024

2024 Launch of the platform in Europe. From the launch of the
platform, roadmap phase 2 begins. Second IEO-/ ICO -/ IDO for
further funds for the development of the payment app & expansion
of the platform to other countries or continents.

*All information in the roadmap may change, delay or be deleted during the course due to
market or regulation conditions. 



Q1 2024

ROADMAP 2
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Start of second IEO -/ ICO-/IDO for Phase 2

ROADMAP
PHASE 1 & 2

Q2 2024

Start of payment system planning and app development for Android
& iOS

Q2-3 2024 

2024 Parallel to app development, application for a banking license
to establish a new payment service

Q4 2024

Implementation of additional payment features and DeFi products
such as Staking, Lending, DEX or CEX

Q4 2024

Full launch of Coincrib Finance features for trading, bookings, events
and worldwide payment in all currencies

*All information in the roadmap may change or be delayed during the course of project planning. 
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You must read the disclaimer before making any decisions. The
following disclaimer applies to the above document, and you are
therefore advised to read it carefully before accessing the Coincrib
white paper (the "white paper") confirming that you have read,
understood and accepted the terms and conditions expressly set
forth in this notice. 

DISCLAIMER

The above white paper is for the sole purpose of providing
information and outlining the technical aspects of Coincrib. The
white paper does not constitute a prospect, offer document, offer,
solicitation of investment or participation in any similar activity as an
offering in any jurisdiction, nor does it constitute an investment or
purport to constitute investment advice or make investment
recommendations (including personalized) investment
recommendations. Investors should make their own decision to
purchase or subscribe to CRIB Tokens, or after consultation with and
advice from their legal, investment, tax, accounting and other
advisors, to properly assess the potential benefits, burdens, risks and
other consequences of such actions associated with the Token.
Therefore, this white paper has no legal validity and is not legally
valid/legally binding and cannot be relied upon, nor as a means of
direct or indirect, incidental, punitive or consequential damages
(including lost profits or revenue) arising out of or in connection with
such damages of Coincrib S.A. and any of its subsidies or its officers,
Directors, agents and employees, affiliates and successors. The CRIB
utility token will not be registered under or offered in accordance
with the applicable securities. Therefore, to the extent the laws of any
state, province, territory, county or jurisdiction of the United States
(USA), Asia, Europe, Africa or any jurisdiction in which such offers or
solicitations prior to registration,

2. RESTRICTIONS
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exemption from registration or qualification under securities laws are
subject to such jurisdiction, no offer, solicitation, advertising or whatsoever
will be made with respect to citizens, permanent residents, associations
and/or green card holders and all residents of the United States (USA),
Asia, Europe, Africa or any jurisdiction. CRIB Tokens are not intended to be
sold or distributed, directly or indirectly, in or into any jurisdiction or any
state that deems the same or similar form of distribution of the Tokens to
be unlawful.

3. FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

This white paper may contain certain forward-looking statements,
including, but not limited to, statements about future results of
operations and plans, that involve risks and uncertainties. Such
forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks,
uncertainties and other factors that may affect the actual results,
performance or achievements of CRIB Token and the company
Coincrib S.A. and its achievements are materially different from any
future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by
the statements projected in the forward-looking statements for any
reason. No express or implied representation, responsibility or liability
is given by the Company, its directors, employees, agents and
consultants as to the accuracy or completeness of the information
contained herein is provided. The white paper is not legal, regulatory
or tax advice.

Nothing in this white paper constitutes investment, legal, corporate,
tax or other advice. In particular, the information in this white paper
does not take into account your investment objectives, financial
situation or specific Needs. Before making an investment decision,
potential prospects should consider their own goals. You should be
aware of your financial situation and, if necessary, seek and seek legal,
tax, financial advice in accordance with your jurisdiction.

4. NO LEGAL, REGULATORY OR TAX ADVICE
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The white paper does not purport to contain all the information
necessary to assess any CRIB token or other instruments. Each
interested buyer should conduct their own independent analysis of
the company and contact their corporate, tax and legal advisors and
ask them about all necessary audit procedures.

By reading the white paper, you accept all terms and conditions.



32TOKEN AUDIT

Safety first! That’s why we are proud that
our token has passed the audit of a high
quality German blockchain company
without any critical security risks.

TOKEN AUDIT

READ AUDIT ONLINE NOW!

https://app.solidproof.io/projects/coincrib
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THANK
YOU

If we have aroused your interest, we look forward to welcoming
you as an active user of our platforms. Our project depends on
the community and merchants from the e-commerce and
crypto industries. We build on the community, because you are
our success!
Thank you very much.

Your Coincrib Team!

World Trade Center 200-B, Suite 132, Calle 53 Este,
Marbella, APD, 0832-01626, Panama City

team@coincrib.io

https://twitter.com/coincrib

https://t.me/coincrib_en

https://www.youtube.com/@coincrib
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